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Abstract:
This study aimed to analyze the level of students' metacognition skills and creative thinking in the generalization of a two-dimensional arithmetic sequence. A qualitative descriptive is a scientific approach used in this study. Students' of the Mathematics Education Study Program in Tarbiyah Faculty of Ibrahimy University are subjects in the study. Through this article, the author will describe the results of the research in the combinatorics course. The initial data was collected by assigning open problem-solving assignments to students and conducting documentation studies on students in generating arithmetic generalization patterns based on function formulae. Then, students are assigned to complete the second task, which is to compile a two-dimensional arithmetic sequence based on the multilevel function formula of arranged arithmetic. The analysis model of Miles and Huberman is the analytical methodology used in this study. The collected data indicated that the level of students' creative thinking skills in combinatorics could be in the category of creative enough (16.67%), creative (50%), and very creative (33.33%). While the other analyzed data showed that the student's level of metacognitive on level 3 (77.78%) and the remainder on level 4 (22.22%). These analysis results are influenced by several factors such as accuracy in compiling numbers and expanding data, conceptual mastery of arithmetic progression permutation concept, and its application, the tendency of students’ to rely on memorization and imitation of the examples.
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INTRODUCTION
Each student at Ibrahimy University has been selected for screening of new students’. They should have been the basic knowledge to continue the learning process at a higher stage, including students majoring in Mathematics Education. The students have provided some material math in high school. The Mastery level of mathematics for students is still unknown specifically for each course. But, according to the document test scores that were collected during the matriculation, nearly 75% of students’ got a low value for the course Calculus and
Analysis and Logic and Evidence. They should be better prepared to undergo study and get good grades for these basic materials. Besides, mathematics education students’ will be served as a mathematics teachers. They will teach students about calculus, analysis, logic, and other mathematics materials. So the level of students in mastering materials should be at the level of the application, because these courses form the basis of other Courses, one of which is the Combinatorics Course. Through Combinatorial Courses, students are expected to be able to think analytically, systematically, logically, critically, creatively, and innovatively. Combinatorial courses are considered challenging to learn since they demand rational thinking, creative talents, and a reasonably high level of metacognition.

Munandar (2012) defines creative thinking as a person’s capacity to reflect fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration features. The steps of creative thinking, according to Siswono (Mohammad Tohir, Abidin, Dafik, & Hobri, 2018), involve synthesizing ideas, building ideas, planning the implementation of ideas, and employing these ideas to produce something or new goods. Creativity is the new product in question. In this scenario, thinking about what to think is connected to one’s knowledge of one’s capacity to sharpen and improve in addressing a certain problem, and is referred to as metacognition.

Metacognition has the potential to play an active and significant role in regulating and managing a person’s cognitive processes in learning and thinking. According to Gartmann & Freiberg, (1995), that in the process of solving problems a person realizes and organizes his thoughts about what to do in solving problems, chooses the right strategy to use in finding solutions, and questions himself about the problem. Metacognition abilities influence pupils’ intellect as well as the development of their creative thinking processes (Barak, 2010; Preiss, Cosmelli, Grau, & Ortiz, 2016; Hargrove, 2013; Romli, 2012).

The results of research conducted by Kholid & Lestari (2019) showed that students with high math abilities have the best metacognition. The results of research conducted by Tohir (2019) showed that several factors affect the level of students’ metacognition and creative thinking skills, namely understanding of information, skills in choosing strategies, developing the right strategy, elaborating answers, mastery of mathematical material, and the tendency to rely on memorization. Meanwhile, students with moderate and low mathematical abilities only fulfill below level 5 the sub-indicator of metacognition knowledge and below level 3 the sub-indicator of metacognition skills (Muttaqin, Susanto, Hobri, & Tohir, 2021). Meantime, the results of research conducted by Sari, Ikhsan, & Saminan (2017) showed that there are significant differences between high, medium, and low group students in the creative thinking process of students in solving math problems based on the Wallas model. The results of research conducted by Rahmawati (2016) showed that through Quipper School-assisted SSCS learning, students' creative thinking abilities are influenced by their metacognitive awareness.

Based on the description above, it is necessary to conduct follow-up research on students' metacognition skills and students' creative thinking skills in combinatorial subjects. By knowing student mastery, will become a reference in implementing improvements in the implementation of learning to increase the level of student mastery, especially combinatorial subjects.
RESEARCH METHODS

In this study, qualitative research was employed as a research approach. The following features characterize qualitative research: the context as a whole, people as a tool or instrument, the use of qualitative methodologies, inductive data analysis, data-based theory creation, descriptive data, and being more concerned with the process than the process. The emphasis determines the bounds of the results, there are unique requirements for data validity, the design is provisional, and the study findings are the outcome of a collective choice (Suntusia, Dafik, & Hobri, 2021; Tohir et al., 2020; Munawwarah et al., 2020; Tohir et al., 2018). The participants in this study were 18 students from Ibrahimy University's Mathematics Tadris Study Program, Tarbiyah Faculty. Students are expected to offer a full picture of their metacognition abilities as well as the caliber of their creative thinking abilities.

The data collecting strategy is the most crucial phase in this study since it is responsible for obtaining accurate data to be examined on the subject at hand. The assignment was presented in order to obtain data on students' metacognition skills and creative thinking abilities in combinatorial areas. The collected data will be minimized, presented, summarized, and confirmed. Data verification was accomplished using triangulation, peer review, and persistent monitoring.

The data for the analysis came from student assignments. Students are given the job to assess their capacity to think critically. In terms of creative thinking categorization, it is divided into five groups based on indicators of creative thinking level: extremely creative, creative, somewhat creative, less creative, and not creative. According to Siswono (Tohir et al., 2021; Abidin & Tohir, 2019; Tohir, Susanto, Hobri, Suharto, & Dafik, 2018), the level division is effective in predicting students' creative thinking ability, particularly in mathematics. While the following data analysis is gathered from the level of awareness in the cognitive process. According to Swartz and Perkins (Sophianingtyas & Sugiaro, 2013), it consists of (1) tacit usage, (2) conscious use, (3) strategic use, and (4) reflective use.

Data from qualitative research can be shown in the form of brief explanations, charts, category correlations, flowcharts, and other visual aids (Tohir, 2017). Sugiyono quotes Miles and Huberman as saying (Munawwarah et al., 2020), narrative text was the most often utilized type of data display in the past for qualitative data study. In qualitative research, narrative writing is the most commonly utilized data presentation format. Data presentation includes categorizing and identifying data, as well as producing data sets that are arranged and classified in order to reach a conclusion. The findings will be useful in undertaking more studies.

RESEARCH RESULT

Data collection begins with understanding the basic formulas of arithmetic sequences and arithmetic series, namely arithmetic sequences and arithmetic series. An arithmetic sequence is a sequence whose terms are obtained by adding a fixed number to the preceding term. Fixed numbers are called differences or differences and are denoted by the letter "b", the first syllable \( U_1 \) is denoted by
the letter "a", and the formula for the nth syllable of the arithmetic sequence is \( U_n = a + (n - 1)b \). Meanwhile, arithmetic series is also called arithmetic series. When the terms in the arithmetic sequence are added together, the arithmetic sequence is obtained. Thus, the standard form of an arithmetic sequence is \( a + (a + b) + (a + 2b) + (a + 3b) + \ldots + (a + (n - 1)b) \). If the number of \( n \) terms of the arithmetic sequence is given by \( S_n \), then the formula is \( S_n = \frac{n}{2} (a + U_n) \). After that, the pattern discovery process is carried out by making a table in advance as follows.

The Patterned Line Fill Format

Students must seek the arithmetic sequence formula when generalizing. It can be made up of one or more formulae that follow a sequence pattern. For example, if the sequence pattern has two types of formulae, the formula that must be expressed is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( i )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f(x) )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \Rightarrow f(x_i) = \begin{cases} \frac{i+n+2}{2}, & i \text{ odd} \\ \frac{i}{2}, & i \text{ even} \end{cases} \]

The Patterned Two-Dimensional Arithmetic Sequence

In the next step, in the following function formula, it is called \( P_{m,n}(i,j) \), which denotes a partition I \( j \) with a certain number of \( n \) and \( m \), and has a difference in the sequence. In the 2-dimensional table, I depend on the number of \( n \), just as it does in the 1-dimensional table, but \( j \) depends on the number of \( m \) that has been established. The pupils' next attempt is to fill in the table with numbers in order to discover the sequence pattern. Then add up the numbers in each column, and the sum of the numbers in each column must eventually form an arithmetic sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Formula Functions</th>
<th>General Formula Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P_{m,2m}^n = \begin{cases} n(j-1)+2i-1, &amp; j \text{ odd} \ n(j-2)+2i, &amp; j \text{ odd} \end{cases} )</td>
<td>( P_{m,m}^n = \begin{cases} n(j-1)+\frac{i+1}{2}, &amp; j \text{ and } i \text{ odd} \ n(j-1)+\frac{i}{2}, &amp; j \text{ and } i \text{ even} \end{cases} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding the Weight Function Formulas

The next, generalize the arithmetic sequence pattern, namely \( \sum_{j=1}^{m} P_{m,d}(i,j) \).

where \( \sum_{j=1}^{m} P_{m,d}(i,j) \) is the sum of the terms from each column starting from \( j = 1 \) to \( j = m \). Look at the following step for generalizing formula of \( \sum_{j=1}^{m} P_{m,d}(i,j) \) for more details:
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\[ \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_{m, d, j} (i, j) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} (j-1)n + i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} jn - n + i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} jn + \sum_{j=1}^{m} (-n + i) = (1 + 2 + 3 + \ldots + m)n + (-n + i)m = \frac{m}{2}(1 + m)n - mn + mi = \frac{mn}{2}(m-1) + mi \]

**DISCUSSION**

In this discussion section, the author will present the results of the analysis of the level of metacognition skills and students’ creative thinking abilities based on high, medium, and low mathematical abilities in compiling data and looking for formulas based on these data. The following is a description of the student’s work.

**Findings on One-Dimensional Arithmetic Sequences**

*Figure 1.* Define a formula function level 2, i.e. \( f(x_i x_{i+1}) \)

**Keep in mind that the ith term in the first difference becomes the first term, and so on, when deriving the formula for the function in step 2. As a result, the nth term is decreased by one. It should also be noted that the initial term in determining the nth term is the difference between the two data in the function \( f(x_i) \)**

Because 10 is a parameter, the numbers 7 and 3 are chosen, with 7 being the nth phrase formula for \( I = 3 \mod 3 \).

Because the number 1 is already in the 3-term, this assembled data is more creative.
Based on the above, the formulas of the function at level 2 or \( f(x_i x_{i+1}) \) were created, but level 2 is still unfinished in determining the generalization formula for other functions with a constant difference. After the data expanded to the hundredth term, the constant difference can’t be found. It can be concluded that data can’t be determined by the found formula. At this point, just 61.11 percent of students are able to find a formula that works well.

There are a total of 32 exciting experiences of each student from the comments of the students’ when generalizing formulas. Based on the data created by each student, not all data can be generalized by the current formula and it is used for generalizing function on the next level, such as the function \( f(x_i x_{i+n}) \). It is because of the limited ability of students’ to think critically. As a result, the study switched to formula functions that are dependent on \( i \) and \( j \) or \( P_{m,n}^i(i, j) \) formula, consider the following discussion.

**Findings on Two-Dimensional Arithmetic Sequences**

![Diagram of Two-Dimensional Arithmetic Sequences](image)

- The limit for the sequence \( j \) is \( 1 \leq j \leq m \)
- The limit of \( j \) in this table is \( 1 \leq j \leq 3 \)
- Information:
  - \( m = \) the sum of \( j \)
  - \( d = \) the difference in the number of \( i \)
- The process of determining the formula to \( m \), this formula as its parameter is the first term in the \( n \)th formula
- Then the students’ are given the task to look for arranging different numbers with the pattern discussed by the lecturer, that is Find a combination other than \( P_{n,m}; P_{m,m}; P_{m,m^2}; P_{m,m^3} \)

**Figure 2.** Define a formula function of \( P_{m,n}^i(i, j) \)

There are many students’ data that has been compiled by the students’ could not be generalized although the data were sorted, for example, as in Figure 3 below.
"Once the data is sorted, the invention of the formula \( U_n \) obstructed (stalled), due to the difference of each \( i \) and \( j \), with each \( i \) to \( j \) have different are mutually inverse"
Based on Figure 4, the generalization formula will require a four-stage process of finding the function formula, namely for the function formula in the j and i sequence positions. The figures compiled in the data are categorized as very difficult so that the process of finding the function formula requires persistence and accuracy that is strong and patient.

**Findings on Weight Function Formulas**

The next step in this research carried out the process of the invention to the formula the amount of data that has been compiled by students’, which is as follows.

Figure 5. Determining the amount formula of $\sum_{j=l}^{n} P_{m,n}(i, j)$

Based on the analysis in Figure 5, when determining the amount formula, it depends on the sum of formulas function obtained so that the amount formula at any rate multiplied by the inverse number of formulas function obtained. The process of determining the amount formula is difficult, because not all students’ can find a formula for the sum easily. It needs the tenacity of its own self students’.

**RESULTS OF THE DATA ANALYSIS**

**Achievement of Test Result Based on Metacognition Level**

While the study’s findings include the student metacognitive level, they are explained in Table 1 as follows.
Table 1. Levels of Student Metacognition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Student Metacognition Data</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>77.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data presented in Table 1 shows that the majority of students' at the level of 3. Level 3 is the kind of thinking that shows someone to organize his thoughts to realize specific strategies that improve the precision of thought. Most of the others are at level 4, where level 4 is the type of thinking that shows one's reflection on his initiative to consider the cost and how to fix it.

The data achievement of metacognition level based on high, medium, and low group can be presented in Figure 6 below.

![Figure 6. Data Achievement of Test Result Based on Metacognition Level](image)

Based on the data of achievement of student metacognition level in Figure 6 above, it shows that the percentage of pre-test and the post-test result was increased significantly in the level obtained by the students. The low-level students obtained from the majority at level 1 become level 2. The enhancement for the group of students who obtained level 2 becomes level 3. And, for a high group of students who obtained the majority at level 3 become level 4. The results of
improvement in each group of students were obtained, because the thinking process of students experiencing change caused by the treatment ranged from the process without thinking about the decision until the thought process that can show someone to reflect, consider, and revise the decision. It can be concluded that the thinking process of a person will increase significantly when they involve control over their cognitive processes. Thus, it shows that knowledge of cognition was a person’s consciousness of what he really knows and cognitive regulation on how to manage cognitive activities effectively, so metacognitive is an awareness of self-knowledge by solving a problem creatively. This is consistent with Binkley et al. (2012) assertion that a person’s creative thinking capacity has levels (levels) based on the works created in the relevant subject. Meanwhile, Tohir (2019) believes that creative thinking can be acquired and that this broad element of cognition may be increased by teaching and training. According to Sowden, Pringle, & Gabora (2015), a person’s creative thinking capacity may be increased by a knowledge of his creative thinking process and the many contributing elements, as well as through effective training. Meanwhile, according to the findings of Sitorus (2016), there is a need for a particular stage to educate students on how to uncover starting ideas when confronted with arithmetic solving issues and how to construct acceptable techniques based on the initial ideas gained.

The Achievement of Students’ Creative Thinking Skills Indicators

Based on the researcher’s findings, the level of creative thinking skills of students may be summarized in Table 2 below using precise indications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Data Level of Creative Thinking Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 0 (not creative)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 (Less creative)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 (sufficient creative)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 (creative)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4 (Very Creative)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the statistics in Table 2, pupils with creative thinking skills are included in the creative group, with as many as nine students. There are three times as many pupils who are sufficiently creative, while others are really creative. Data on the achievement of student creative thinking skills categorized on high, medium, and the low group can be presented into Figure 7 below:
Figure 7. The Data of Achievement Indicators of Students’ Creative Thinking Skills

Based on Figure 7, shows that the percentage of pre-test and post-test results changed significantly for all levels. The vast majority of low-level pupils are at levels 0 through 2 or 3. The majority of students go from level 1 to level 3, resulting in an increase of middle-level pupils. Another boost in high-level pupils is produced by moving the majority of students from level 2 or 3 to level 4. The outcomes of the rise in all indicators Students’ creative thinking abilities are inextricably linked to the direction of the research-based learning process. These findings are congruent with the findings of Bani’s research, which suggests that the guided discovery technique may improve students' mathematical reasoning (Faizasari & Permana, 2020; Fauzi & Respati, 2021; Isnarto, 2020; Noer, Gunowibowo, & Triana, 2020; T. D. Rahmawati, Sulisworo, & Prasetyo, 2020). This form of instruction not only forces pupils to be more active, but it also directs them. According to Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham (2013), if students are actively involved in finding concepts, they will comprehend them better, their memory will remain longer, and they will be able to employ them in various settings.

CONCLUSION

Based on the study data, the findings of the analysis, and the discussion that have been provided, it is possible to infer that: (1) the creative thinking abilities of students at mathematics education in the topic of combinatorics were in the high category. This was obtained based on the analysis of student characteristics toward mathematical creative thinking skills in each predicate increasing.
significantly; (2) The elements that impact the student’s capacity to think creatively in the course of combinatorics, according to the analysis, include accuracy in extending current data to create a formula or function, through to the form of the existing parameters. The inclination of students to rely on memory, imitation, and incentive; (3) In measuring the metacognitive level students’ would be better if it is always implied at any time because the level of metacognitive someone is always evolving with age and influenced routine exercises. One of the subjects that can develop the metacognitive skills of students’ is a course of combinatorics. This way students’ can develop metacognitive skills. When students’ begin to develop metacognitive skills, the level of student thinking is not only always up to the third level only, but can rise to a higher level, namely level 4; (4) For students’ should be able to apply the learning process meaningful in receiving material or conceptual the concept is given. They should be more active in every learning and not only focused on the concepts taught by lecturers, so that will increase their creative thinking skills; and (5) The educators or researchers should carry out continuous research to students’, especially related to the material of combinatorics. It meant that the creative thinking skills of mathematics students’ can be trained and developed. In addition, educators or researchers should be able to apply meaningful learning in the classroom that can activate and maximize the potential of students’ driven by a variety of learning approaches.
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